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iOTA is the little efanzine put together by Leigh Edmonds who
can be contacted electronically, and in almost no other way, at
hhandc@hemsleypark.com.au.
This little efanzine is produced as a progress report on my
project to research and write a history of Australian fandom, focusing
on the period between 1956 and 1975. iOTA is a research tool and
document, containing some of the material and thoughts that will be
used in writing the history. It is also a place where I publish bits and
pieces of the writing and art from Australia’s fannish past to help
introduce you to the rich vein of material that previous generations
of Australian fans have left us. If you want more details about this
history project you’ll find them in the first issue of iOTA or an update
in iOTA 13.
iOTA is more or less available from me for ‘the usual’ or
issues of iOTA are put up on efanzines.com fairly soon after I’ve
completed them.

Thisish’s Cover
It’s the end of 1956 and a new fanzine emerges from Sydney
fandom quite unlike anything that has been seen there since before
the war, and then some. I suspect that the editor of this issue of
Extant, Mile Baldwin, was also the cover artist.

Editorial - Part the First
The Case for Scanning Fanzines
After my comments in iOTA 13 about problems in reading
very old spirit duplicated fanzines I received a communication from
Kim Huett which sheds some light (almost literally) on what can be
done to solve the problem:
In actual fact the problem you claim in regards to those
early issues of New Forerunner is no real problem at all. The
problem of fading in ditto or hekto publications can be largely

reversed with graphics software and a little judicious
experimentation. I use the free software called Gimp and to date
have not encountered a ditto or hekto page that could not be
brought back to life. This includes examples so faded it wasn't
possible to tell what was suppose to be on the page. I used this
trick to scan and turn all the ditto issues of New Forerunner into
PDF files and Gary assures me they are brighter than the physical
file copies he still owns. The PDF versions have the added
advantage that if something is still not entirely legible then just
zoom in till it is. Ah, modern technology is so very useful.
Kim is right, and this is something I should have mentioned.
I’ve used this technique on earlier occasions in other history projects
before digital camera became as good as they are today and I spent
days scanning documents rather than hours photographing them.
(Spending days scanning was preferable to the methods available
when I started my PhD, expensive photocopies that arrived from the
archives weeks later or paper and pencil note taking.) Most modest
software packages can do wonderful things with scanned images.
Unfortunately, because available time in libraries is short I
now photograph everything and while this has the advantage of being
very quick, it has the disadvantage of providing images of very
variable quality and even a shadow that is barely visible on the image
will completely stuff up any attempt to manipulate it to make the text
readable over an entire page.
After hearing from Kim I wrote back to him saying, more or
less, what I’ve just written up there. Following this I received
another interesting communication from Kim which includes the
following:
Photos aren't that difficult to manipulate but they do need
to be taken with some care which I guess is not happening if
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you're in a rush to make copies of a large quantity of material.
The trick with Gimp I find is to select COLORS then AUTO
then COLOR ENHANCE. Attached are before and after examples
of a fanzine published by John Ryan back in the sixties. The
enhanced version still needs a lot of work to make it presentable
but all the detail is more legible, the most important point in cases
like this. Feel free to use this information as a short future article.

aware that many libraries with fanzine collections are looking
seriously at doing this. Of course, it will be a time consuming and
costly exercise but a necessary one because some fanzines are getting
old and fragile and it will not be long before they become unusable
and therefore unreadable. So, let’s do our best to encourage libraries
with fanzine collections to set about scanning them as quickly as
possible. The other advantage of scanned fanzines is that they will
be available on-line and so we will be able to read them in the
comfort of our own home rather than having to struggle with a bus
load of students on the 601 to Monash University.
The other consideration in scanning is what format they should
be stored in and made available. Most of the fanzines I’ve seen on
line come as pdfs, which is a very handy format but does not allow
for image manipulation. All the photos I take of fanzine pages are
image files at about 300dpi. While I appreciate the portability and
ubiquity of the pdf format I’ve also become used to being able to
manipulate image files so I, personally, would like to see scanned
images available as a pdf for a complete fanzine issue and as image
files for individual pages as well. Yes, I know, it takes memory
storage, but no doubt some bright spark will find a solution to that.

Editorial - Part the Second
It’s Ditmar Season again!
It's a pity that Monash doesn't have a system like the Nation
Library does for Trove. Interested groups can fund the scanning
of old newspapers of interest to them and it's impressive the
number of specialty interest groups which have put hand into
pocket.
As Kim suggests, the simple solution to my problem is for
somebody else to scan the fanzines that I’m interested in, and I am

The other kindness that Kim paid me was to let me know that
Bruce Gillespie and I are mentioned on the list of Ditmar Award
eligibility for this year.
To one who has dim memories of the stf scene in Australia
around the time they started handing out Ditmars this list is truly
croggling. It includes 142 novels, 89 novellas or novelettes, 292
short stories and 19 collections. Can anyone keep up with this vast
wave of publishing? By my count, to do so the valiant soul would
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have to read, every week, two and a half novels, one and a half
novellas or novellets and five and a half short stories, and a
collection every third week. Running my eye down the lists I see
some authors and publishers I recognize but also many that I don’t,
so goodness knows what the quality of some of this published
writing might be. It seems to me that the problem for potential stf
writers in Australia these days is not in getting published but in
standing out from the crowd when your work does see print.
Kim Huett has sent me a fine explanation for what is going on
which I must share with you:
As for the sheer volume of fiction on the list, partly this is
due to the ease with which individuals and small outfits can
self-publish and party due to the neopro culture, which has
replaced fandom in Australia, valuing the writing of fiction above
all else.
But since iOTA is about fandom rather than about stf, I turn
my attention with much less amazement to the fan categories. The
listing here seems very spotty indeed and probably depends on what
the person (or persons) making up the list has seen.
Best Artwork
It says here that this award is for a single work or series of
related works of art in any medium apart from text but I don’t see
any music, drama or movies on the list, it’s all visual art. There are
nine items listed here ranging from a single illo in a prozine to entire
books. I’ve seen none of these so your guess is probably better than
mine. I’m also assuming that this category is for professional art so
it seems you can’t nominate Dick’s front and back covers of iOTA 13
in this category, though I think I might anyhow.
Best Fan Writer
There’s got to be more than three, so put your thinking caps

on.
Natalie
Bochenski is
somebody I don’t
recall meeting.
Her work is on a
podcast called
Raven On and
Natalie has been
busy with 16 of
these in 2017. I
anonymous, cover of Canberra’s Nini Hii 6, 1973
don’t mind
podcasts so you might like Natalie’s work, although I find that the
trouble with podcasts is that you can’t skim them. I don’t spend any
time commuting so I don’t need them to fill in that part of the day,
and if I’m going to listen to something it will be Schubert or
Shostakovich.
Leigh Edmonds, he says modestly. You can find me burbling
on in these pages. Almost nothing to do with stf but there’s nothing
about having to do that in the rules. I learned fan writing in the
1960s and 1970s so I’m very ‘old school’ and not terribly relevant to
what’s happening in stf or fandom in Australia these days. But, even
so, thanks for noticing anonymous list maker.
Stephanie Lai is another fan I don’t think I’ve met. Her work
apparently appears in No Award, a blog which, I see, is closing up
shop. Nevertheless, the word there is that Stephanie is continuing to
write on her own site and I had a peep at some of her writing there.
It’s a bit too sercon for my tastes, but it’s very nicely done and she
gets my nomination.
Best Fan Publication in Any Medium
There are thirteen suggestions here and I only know a couple
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of them. I solved this problem by applying their names to Dr Google
to see what they were like.
The first thing I discovered was that I’m not the only person
to think that the word ‘iOTA’ is nifty so there’s lot of it and this
humble little efnz did not turn up on the first ten pages of a google
search. However a search on ‘iOTA fanzine’ did turn up lots of
entries, but I don’t expect fans will look there so this little product
might as well be invisible to most modern day fans. And no, I’m not
thinking of changing the name to ‘iOTA Fanzine’, though I might
have to when I get a letter from some lawyer telling me I’m
infringing somebody else’s rights by using the word.
So, here’s what I found during my researches:
Dark Matter Zine seems to be a concept which is spread across
a number of platforms including twitter, face book and tumbler. It
has a very high profile and must be a very time consuming hobby to
maintain. It also seems very sercon to me, which is okay of you like
that kind of thing.
Ethel the Aardvark seems to be part of the Melbourne SF
Club’s website but I couldn’t find any recent activity when I had a
look at it. You might be better at searching websites than I am so let
me know what you find.
Galactic Chat is a site for podcasts, 74 episodes posted and
three of them in 2017. All very sercon with the problem that I have
with podcasts. But don’t be put off by my dour attitude to sercon or
podcasts, especially if you spend lots of time commuting.
No Award is, as I mentioned above, a blog that is now closed
for business. A pity but it must have taken a lot of effort to keep
going. I liked it for its broad range of interests, rather than just being
about stf, but I don’t know how that would go with the voting public.
iOTA. What’s this? I can’t find it on Google so it can’t exist.
Anyhow, thanks again anonymous list maker.

SF Commentary is your old style paper fanzine reduced to
being published as a pdf because the rotten authorities have made it
impossible to be published on paper. Fans of fanzines reckon this is
one of the world’s great fanzines, but that doesn’t count for much in
Australia at the moment.
Sonic Screwdriver is apparently the clubzine of the Dr Who
Club of Victoria. I tried just the title in Google and found lots of
stuff I didn’t want to buy, but not this. The club website says that a
copy was posted out in March so I guess it’s paper based only, so I
can’t tell you anything more.
The Angriest is a very nice blog site full of all kinds of
interesting stuff, some of it about stf. I could and did spend more
time looking at some of the entries than I should have. Like No
Award, it fires off a shot gun in all directions with stuff to interest
almost everyone, a little of it about stf.
The Coode St Podcast is a series of podcasts from your old
favourites, about 20 episodes this year. After over 300 episodes so
far it’s a wonder that Gary and Jonathan still have anything new to
say to each other, but they manage. Tediously sercon, but sometimes
fun too.
The Martian Drive-In Podcast has 23 podcasts for 2017, most
of them with Terry Frost talking about movies he’s seen. If I was as
erudite about anything as Terry is about movies I’d probably make
podcasts too. It’s like sitting in a room and listening to Terry chat.
The Writer and the Critic is another collection of podcasts,
monthly, more or less, with eleven episodes in 2017. This has also
now ceased publication, a pity because I found this the most
enjoyable of this year’s lot to listen too. Unremittingly sercon with
a few nice personal touches.
Verity! (Named for Verity Lambert?) is podcasts about Dr
Who put together by some women who know their stuff. One
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episode I listened to was commentary of an episode they were
watching, which made no sense to me, but others were interesting if
you like podcasts and Dr Who.
Viewing Clutter is a blog website from George Ivanoff. It
appears to be a series of shortish reviews of this and that, interesting
for the most part. I am a little concerned that it seems to be a lead-to
George’s commercial ventures so I’m not sure it belongs in this
category, but I’m sure they anonymous list maker knows what she’s
doing.
And there you have it. If you like podcasts I prefer The Writer
and the Critic and if you like blogs I liked Angriest. But overall my
favourite is, and there’s no surprise here, SF Commentary. I wrote
a lot about the nature of fanac and this Ditmar category last year
when I commented on that year’s nominations, so I’m not going to
repeat all that here. You can find it in iOTA 05 on pages 2 to 5.
(See, that index I made for iOTA 13 pays off.)
But honestly, after spending the morning looking at all these
I’ve lost the will to live. There’s a lot of idle chatter here that fills in
time and space, there are some short sharp reviews and a few pithy
comments. Overall, where I started with Stephanie Lai was probably
the highlight. All too sercon, all a sense of individualistic packages
promoting themselves and their views. If there was any cross talk
between these various ‘publications’ to create a sense of community
I missed it. I also got the sense that the field of stf in Australia has
become highly commercialized, which is fair enough, but that the fan
conversations about it have become that way too.
Not Etherline again!
The most influential Australian fanzine of the 1950s was
Etherline. It ran for 101 issues between 1953 and 1958 and
published book, magazine and movie reviews, book lists,
advertisements and a few notes of fan activities. In comparison to

the Australian fanzines that were published in following decades, it
is dull, lifeless and uninspiring, but it met the expectations of the
time. After having reviewed all the listed potential nominations for
the fan publication Ditmar this year I feel as though I’ve spent the
morning reading Etherline. It’s all good and worthy material, a little
light hearted at times, but with overwhelming, sometimes
oppressively so, serious intent. Where’s the sense of fun? Who
sucked the sense of fannish fun out of fandom? If it’s hiding
somewhere, it’s not in these fan publications.

1968 - A Meeting in Sydney
In December 1968 four fans from Melbourne visited fans in
Sydney. It was the beginning of a great relationship.
Comic fans and science fiction fans began coalescing into one
Australian fandom in the late 1960s. I’m guessing that this took
place because fans in both groups had a lot in common - as Gary
Mason mentioned in iOTA 13 - and because there were so few fans
in either group that getting together and sharing mutual interests
made sense and gave us more wagons in the circle against the
predations of the Mundane world.
As to the process by which this coming together occurred, I do
not yet know. However, it was a very fruitful and rewarding alliance
and comics fans including Gary, John Ryan and Noel Kerr, were
good friends and fellow fans for many years to come.
First, John Ryan’s piece.
John Ryan was one of the most likeable people I ever met in
fandom, a sense that comes through in his personable writing style.
To look at, he seemed the kind of man you’d see down the pub on a
Saturday afternoon calculating the odds, but to talk to he was
considerate of others, knew what he wrote and talked about, and
could be hugely entertaining. His deep knowledge of the history of
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comics in Australia
led to publication of
his fabulous Panel by
Panel which is still
one of my prized
books.
In this item
John reports on one
of the first visits that
occurred between
Melbourne and
Sydney fans after the
1966 convention
which set the trend
for later years. It is
reprinted from John’s
Bonzer 3 which
appeared in the third
mailing of ANZAPA
3 in February 1969
VISIT REPORT
When I suggested, in the last mailing, that it’s be nice if a
few of the Melbourne fans could pop in and visit the Ryans, I
didn’t hold out any great hopes that such a visit would eventuate.
After all, just because I was on holidays didn’t mean that any of
the Southerners would be, as well. And even if they were on
holidays or could get some time off work, I figured that they
could, probably, find more interesting things to do with their time.
Therefore, it was quite a surprise when Noel Kerr ‘phoned
me on the Saturday prior to Xmas to say that he, along with Paul

Stevens, John Breden and Dimitri Razuvaev, was coming up to
Sydney for a five day stay. As a few of the blokes were a bit short
of money, we discussed the possibilities of cheap accommodation,
somewhere close to Fairfield. I asked Noel to give me a bit of time
to examine the situation.
After discussing the alternatives with Jan, we decided that
there was no reason why they couldn’t all stay with us ... provided
they weren’t expecting single rooms with hot and cold running
water. At this point, I ‘phoned Noel back and told him of our
decision so he could let the rest of the blokes know that they were
right for somewhere to stay and not be under the strain of
economic pressures.
On the Monday, Noel ‘phoned me from The Herald office.
It was very obvious, from the background noise, that a wild party
was underway ... like things were really swinging! Apparently, the
party had reached the stage where Trunkline Calls were ‘on the
house’ so Noel, never one to let the grass grown under his size
twelves, took advantage of the position to confirm that
everything was set ... they were driving up ... and they should
arrive at our place about 11am on Xmas morning.
They arrived around the 9 am mark - which caught me a little
unprepared. Still, it didn’t matter and it was great to be able to
get around to shaking hands with people who had, previously,
been just names to us.
Strange Bedfellows
Noel was on ‘old’ friend, having made a number of visits,
and it was good to see him again. Because of his easy-going
nature, his thoughtfulness and his good manners (developed, I
suspect, for the purpose of charming the opposite sex ... and you
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all knowhow Mrs Kerr’s little boy can ‘turn on’ when there are
females present!) Noel the Cur is always a welcome visitor. We
disagree on quite a few topics ... maybe that’s what why I enjoy
talking to him ... but there’s never any hard feelings or animosity.
We got that out of our systems a long time ago.
Paul and I had exchanged a few letters and fanzines, over a
period, and he looked entirely different than I had pictured him.
Maybe this was because he had discarded his beard (which I had
been told that he wore) in favor of cultivating one of those
droopy, Beatle style, moustaches which seem to be all the rage.
Except for one short spell, Paul had done all the driving ... yet
arrived remarkably fresh and full of life. He’d hardly finished his
first beer before he was on the ‘phone to Peter Darling, to arrange
a quick trip out to see Pat Terry.
John and Dimitri were only known to me through their
drawings in ASFR, OPUS and RATAPLAN. John proved to be the
quietest of the bunch, much to my consternation as I couldn’t help
but wonder if he was enjoying himself. I’m still not sure. It’s
always hard to tell with these quiet people. It was obvious that he
was an avid Marvel fan ... and shook his head, sadly, when Paul
had the unmitigated nerve to mention that he didn’t read ‘THOR’!
As far as John was concerned, the old hammer-swinger was one
of Marvel’s best characters. Obviously, Paul was a philistine!
Dimitri was the artist of the group ... and I’m sure John
won’t mind me saying that. After a relatively quiet start, he came
on very strong with the conversation. Towards the end, it was a
battle of wits to get the floor away from him. I suppose that this
is the result of him having a good knowledge of many subjects,
and consequently, he feels that he has something to say on most

subjects. I was particularly interested in his method of taking a
dyeline of his original drawings and working in additional detail.
It was most unusual and, in most cases, very effective and I can’t
help but wonder if he may not be the ‘father’ of a new technique.
Certainly, I’ve never run into any other artist who uses this method
... or who has mentioned it.
During the morning, John Brosnan arrived lugging some
beer (hot!) and a bottle of good wine. There was a period when
we thought John may have brought the wine as a present but,
before the day was out, his wine instinct got the better of him and
the cork was popped. John, of course, was quite at home ...
having met all the boys at last Easter’s convention.
Add to this group Jan’s mother, sister, brother-in-lay, their
three kids, the Ryans and their offspring and you have quite a
mess of people. Fortunately, the relatives cleared-out by midafternoon and we were left to relax, drink and talk. On a couple
of occasions, John Breden nodded-off in his chair ... but refused to
hit the cot for an hour or so. Maybe he was frightened he would
miss out on something. Paul gave us a brief rundown on his visit
with Pat Terry while Dimitri showed us some of his art (most of
which Jan didn’t get to see until the day they were leaving ...
things were a little hectic over this period) including his partly
finished cover for OPUS (the Kerr-edited issue). The central figure
of GULLY FOYLE was most impressive and I looked forward to
seeing Stan Pitt’s reaction to it.
Dimitri Meets God!
Boxing Day saw a visit to Stan Pitt’s place and for
Melbourne’s Fearsome Foursome, I guess, this was the highlight
of their trip ... but I was a little uneasy about it. After all, Stan had
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invited Jan and myself across for the specific purposes of (a)
seeing Dean and Fiona and (b) so we could spend some time
together, without the usual interruptions that always seem to
occur, when we get together. Yet, it seemed to me that this was
the time for the boys to meet Stan, if they were ever going to
meet, as who could say when such an opportunity would arise
again. So, prior to the gang arriving, I ‘phoned Stan, told him of
the impending visit by the boys and suggested that they put in an
appearance as well. Poor Stan! I placed him in a position where
he could do little else but agree ... and while it was an imposition,
Stan is far too gentlemanly to show his dissent, openly.
Fortunately, Stan enjoyed the boy’s company so I needn’t have
worried as much as I did.
So, we arrived at Stan’s place around 4 o’clock in the
afternoon ... along with a dozen bottles of Abbotts’ beer, which
the boys had brought up from Melbourne, at my request. (Sydney
was going through a bottled beer shortage, at the time, and I
didn’t want to face the prospect of our visitors having to spend a
dry Xmas.) Paul, who was out driving around Sydney with Peter
Darling, was to arrive about an hour after the main group ...
carrying a large cake which he presented to Edith, Stan’s wife.
After negotiating that awkward 10-15 minuted of inhibited,
formal type of conversation that seems par for the course when
strangers first meet, everyone loosened-up and the conversation
began to flow in a nice relaxed vein. After about half an hour, I
realized that Dimitri was standing on the fringe of the group ... not
uttering a word! It was then that I realized that he was awe struck
at being in the presence of ‘the great man’. You often read about
this happening but it’s the first time I’ve ever seen it happen. This

was not good. I called Dimitri to come into the conversation and
start talking to Stan about all the things I was sure he wanted to
talk about. This seemed to break the ice and he was soon trotting
out his OPUS cover and copies of ASFR. From that point onwards,
everything seemed to drop into place and the rest of the visit
proceeded without a hitch.
Prior to dinner, we were joined by Reg (who looked like he
was giving an imitation of Christ on Crutches) and Ron Pitt ... and
it was just as well. Not only did they help give the conversation
more diversity but, more important, they were able to help us
with the 14lb turkey that Edith had turned on for the occasion.
When those Pitts entertain, they entertain in a big way!
For most of the evening I stayed out of the conversations,
as much as possible, preferring to sit back and observe ... and let
the boys have an unimpeded approach to Stan. After all, I get lots
of opportunities to talk to Stan and it only seemed fair that I take
something of a back seat, on this occasion. Therefore, I leave the
‘reports’ of the conversations to Noel, Paul, John and Dimitri.
One of the more interesting parts of the evening was when
Stan displayed the remaining artwork from the original
‘UNIVERSAL CONQUEST’, as well as some of the ‘SILVER STARR’
pages. Previously, I’d only seen about 6-8 pages of ‘UNIVERSAL
CONQUEST’ ... but this time there must have been the best part of
30 pages (Am I exaggerating, fellas?). It is fascinating material as
all the pages are hand-colored ... and such colors! These pages are
over 25 years old but the colors are as exciting and imaginative as
the morrow. And the painstaking detail on each page ...
thousands and thousands of small dots and lines ... you’d really
have to see them to believe it. ‘SILVER STARR’ artwork is always
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a delight to look at ... and own, as I’m sure Noel and Dimitri will
agree. Stan also, showed his originals of ‘FLASH GORDON’ and
‘RIP KIRBY’ by Alex Raymond as well as his ‘PRINCE VALIANT’ by
Harold Foster. All were a gift from Al Williamson ... a lovely guy.
During the evening, I introduced Paul and John to Stan’s
son, Miduan, who was busy playing with his electric slot-cars,
which he’d received for Xmas. They were playing with them when
I left to go back and join the main group ... but I did hear, later that
they were thrown out for cheating!! (True of false, fellas?)
After a most enjoyable evening, we finally made home
about the 2 am mark. Really, we didn’t have to leave when we did
as things were swinging along at a fine pace ... but 10 hours is a
pretty fair sort of a visit in anyone’s language.
Dimitri was wandering around the house in a daze ... and I’m
willing to wager that poor old John didn’t get to sleep before
4am. I have a sneaking suspicion that Dimitri enjoyed himself!
Bits an’ Pieces
During their stay, we managed to cover a fair amount of
subjects with the foursome. Naturally, comics managed to get
more than their fair share of the conversation and my collection
was examined and re-examined. Not that you can cover all the
angles, of course, but I think that by the time they left the blokes
had a better idea of the many sides of this particular hobby.
It was rather disappointing to learn that my hopes for a
Melbourne Worldcon in’75 was nothing but wishful thinking.
When Paul and John explained the bidding procedure (including
someone having to go to the US to put in such a bid) and the fact
that you have to convince people of your ability to stage such a
Con, by showing a record of a number of highly successful

conventions ... well, it was obvious that my hopes were nothing
but pipe-dreams. While I don’t doubt that there have been some
successful conventions held in Melbourne ... I’m afraid that
success by Australian standards wouldn’t measure up to what
would be expected of a successful Worldcon bidder. Pity.
One of the boys (Paul?) brought up a hot-off-the-press copy
of RATAPLAN #3. I was asked to read it and give my opinion of it,
... though just why, I’m not too sure. Maybe they had plans to
make me the ‘heavy’ of the piece? Anyway, I read it ... I enjoyed it.
It was quite humourous and not too long, which seem to be one
of the criticisms leveled at it.
Another subject, which Noel tried to introduce, was ‘PORKY
PIGS BIRTHDAY PARTY’!!!! I almost choked on my pork sandwich,
when he came out with that one. I’m still not too sure what this
momentous event was supposed to represent but I gather it was
a collection of cartoons that were shown at a Saturday matinee,
once a year. No one would have a bar of that conversation ... so,
if any kind soul reading this happens to remember PPBP, please
contact Noel Kerr. It may be the start of a new branch of fandom.
Mind you, Porky Pig was a nice change of pace for Noel ... one
usually associates his memories with S*E*X!
We were in total agreement in damnation of Leigh’s nonstapled APA-A #2 ... so, hereafter, never let it be said that the
Melbournians and Sydneysiders can’t agree. There was some talk
of burning Leigh in effigy or using a few Voodoo pins ... but this
fizzled out when Jan brought in some afternoon tea. The great
Australian conspirators ... a cuppa tea and biccies wipes all
thoughts of anarchy from his mind!!
The Perennial Puzzle of the visit was ... just what did John
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Breden do in that bathroom, each morning? It wouldn’t be an
exaggeration to say that he was in there for 40-60 minutes, every
morning, usually while the rest of us were having breakfast. On
more than one occasion, there were thoughts of organizing a
search party ... but John always managed to emerge just as we
were calling for volunteers.
Noel and I disagreed on the distribution of apa mailings.
While he said he understood the underlying principles of apas he
still couldn’t see why he couldn’t continue to buy copies of APA-A
(or any other apa) without contributing. I couldn’t understand
why he couldn’t understand.
The news that I’d been allocated 7 pages in Noel’s OPUS, for
an article on Stan Pitt, was rather depressing. Not that I didn’t
feel complimented. It’s just that I’ve written so much about The
Pitts/Yarmak/Gully Foyle over the last few years ... well, I’m not
too sure I can come up with a fresh angle. On top of that, this
article hits me at a time when I have to produce this contribution,
prepare another one for K-a and come up with a BIDGEE column
for STAR STUDDED COMICS ... to say nothing of the fact that
GULLY FOYLE is kicking over the traces, again, and I have about 9
million letters to answer! Serves me right ... I should learn the art
of declining and not over-committing myself.
According to Jan and her mother (who watched
proceedings through the kitchen window) out photographic
session was nothing short of hilarious! Everyone posed in the
most dramatic and staged positions, despite the fact that
everyone agreed that it was candid shots we wanted. Dimitri
listened to us expound on Paul Wheelahan’s camera-hog
tendencies ... told us about a cousin of his who was the same way

... then proceeded to get himself in just about every photo,
hamming it up in the best Keystone tradition. While all these
snaps had a sameness about them, at least, they do serve as some
kind of record of the visit. Provided Noel has been able to print
the required number of copies, in time, there should be a sample
photo somewhere towards the end of this contribution. This,
alone, will make the 3rd mailing of APA-A one of the most soughtafter fanzines in fandom!
The Grand Finale
This history-making visit wound up on the Sunday
afternoon, five days after the Melbourne invasion. I knew that the
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boys had bought Jan some gifts as I’d been quizzed as to
pantyhose size, favorite authors, records etc. What I didn’t know
what that this little group of travelers had another little trick up
their sleeve ... not to be played until the eleventh hour.
As the time for departure approached, I could see Dimitri
getting edgy and worried. I’m not sure but I think Dimitri thought
that Noel had left the presents down at Jan’s mother’s place
(where Noel and Paul bedded down during their stay - her house
being about 100 yards away), not knowing that the presents had
been hidden somewhere around the house (In the Esky, fellas??).
The suspense became too much and Dimitri called Noel outside
for a short discussion. He came back beaming from ear to ear.
Taking over as Director of Ceremonies, he then asked Jan and I to
leave the room. We went into the bathroom and started drying
Fiona. On being called back into the lounge room, Dimitri
delivered a short speech of appreciation and they handed over the
gifts to Jan. Jan’s ‘thank-you-very-much’ speech was followed by
the announcement of another presentation. Paul moved forward,
his right hand facing palm upwards and covered by a
handkerchief. The boys joined in an imitation fanfare of trumpets
... the hanky was whisked away ... and there, in all its glory, was
this delightful trophy. It took the form of a silver cup – upon
which was inscribed:
Awarded To
John & Jan Ryan
For Being The Most
Hospitable Panelogists of 1968
From John, Noel, Dimitri & Paul.
As far as I’m concerned, it’s quite the nicest things that has

happened to me in connection with fandom activities. It was such
a thoughtful gesture, I didn’t have the heart to tell them that the
word is ‘Panelologists’! But it’s the thought and timing that
counts with something like this ... and I wouldn’t swap this little
cup for one ten times as tall with the correct spelling. This trophy
now resides on our television set ... and we’re proud of it.
From the Ryan side of things, the visit would have been a
great deal more enjoyable had our combined ‘health’ been up to
scratch. I developed a very heavy cold (or it may even have been
a touch of the ‘flu) two days before Xmas and, for the most of the
visit, I felt as though I had one foot in the grave and the other on
a banana skin. I was a long way short my usual sparkling, witty self
... poor, unlucky visitors. Sean was sick little boy, all over this
period, and managed to lose just over 2lbs ... which is a hell of a lot
for a 5 month old baby. A week before the boys arrived, Jan was
laid up with gastro enteritis and was still not 100% during the boy’s
stay. Actually, I marvel at the fact that she could cope with 5 men,
two small children and sundry visitors under such circumstances.
But, as I’ve remarked on other occasions, my wife is a remarkable
young lady.
Thanks for making the effort to get up to see us, fellas, it’s
the best Xmas we’ve spent in years. And if any of you are up here,
any time, you know you can always get a bunk and a bite with the
Ryans. If you can give us a ‘warning’ it would be appreciated ...
but if you can’t, don’t let this deter you from dropping-in on us.
John Ryan
Bonzer 3, ANZAPA 3, February 1969
Noel Kerr, another comics fan and delightful fellow, responds
with his memories of the trip.
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Noel was a great supporter of Melbourne fandom and his
contacts in the Melbourne cartooning community made a significant
contribution to fandom in Melbourne in the 1970s. Significantly, it
was Noel’s friendship with Gerald Carr which led to the Aussiefan
comic strip which led, in turn, to the Aussiefan film which did so
much to promote the Aussiecon bid.
Noel was also a very strong supporter of the Melbourne SF
Club and his Somerset Gazette was a fine clubzine. My fondest
memories of Noel is seeing him, on Saturday afternoons in the
football season, head off from the club to loyally watch his beloved
Fitzroy Football Club go down in yet another hideous thrashing. He
knew what was going to happen but his loyalty meant he still had to
go.
This report is reprinted from Noel’s Sweet Nothings 1 in the
third mailing of ANZAPA, February 1969. The second part of this
article involves a road trip Noel made to Adelaide with a ‘friend’
and, though interesting, is not relevant to our project.
CHRISTMAS JAUNT 69
As I sit here at the desk in my bedroom (my parents, for
some strange reason, call it a junk room), and gaze at the tropical
fish swimming around in their tank, the same as they have been
doing for the past three years, it seems hard to believe that my
holidays are already over and that I have to return to work
tomorrow. Although I have only been home for two days, it
seems ages since I started off on my three and a half weeks
holiday tour. A trip that took me to Sydney to meet my very good
friends, Jan and John Ryan, and Stan Pitt. Then a return trip to
Melbourne, to once again set off on a trip to Adelaide via Mildura,
and a return trip along the coast. A total distance of roughly 2800
miles.

The trip to Sydney was decided on by Paul Stevens, Dimitri
Razuvaev, John Breden and myself, on Saturday morning in the
Melbourne SF Club rooms. As the train bookings during the
Christmas were a little uncertain and plane fares a little too high
for a couple of the chaps, Paul came up with the idea of an Avis
rent-a-car. On checking with the company, we found that the
cost, split up amongst the four of us, would not exceed the
individual train fare .... so we agreed, and decided to leave at
6.30pm the following Tuesday evening.
Loaded up with cases, hot soup, car stickers, artwork, car
sickness tablets, and Dimitri’s bag of fruit and nuts, we left the sf
clubrooms on time, in an Avis automatic Falcon, and headed in
jerks and bounds (Paul was trying to change gears at every stop)
through the late evening traffic and onto the Hume Highway.
We drove through the night, stopping for a late night snack
at a NSW roadside café. I ordered eggs on toast which were
served up to me, hard as a rock. When I questioned the waitress
about them, she replied with ‘Why didnya say you wanted them
soft’, and walked away ... I was boiling.
After the snacks and coffee (and a short discussion with a
drunken youth who wanted to hop into bed with his girlfriend
(who doesn’t?)), we resumed our journey and conversation on the
state of Australian comic artists. We thought John Breden was
nodding in agreement with everything we said, until we
discovered he was falling asleep. The conversation went on
throughout the night until we arrived at the home of the Ryan’s at
9.30am.
After the usual introduction were made, a few beers
consumed, a look at some ‘2001' posters, a few more beers, a look
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at some original artwork, and a couple more glasses of beer ...
John Brosnan made the scene. Shortly afterwards, Jan announced
that lunch was ‘on’. And what a lovely Christmas dinner it was
too! Served with a nice cold sauterne.
After lunch/dinner, Jan said that her mother would put two
of us up at her place which was just a few doors down the road,
and she would put the other two up at her place. Paul and myself
moved down to her mother’s house, and Dimitri and John (who
fell asleep in the shower) stayed with Jan (well, you know what I
mean). It was early to sleep that night as we were all very tired
after our trip up from Melbourne, and we wanted to be fresh for
our visit the following day, to the home of Australia’s Alex
Raymond ... Stan Pitt.
On arrival at the Pitt’s home in the late afternoon of the
following day, we were warmly welcomed by Stan and his good
lady. They are the kind of folks who make one feel like an old
friend, after only having known them for five minutes. We were
then offered drinks and invited to have the evening meal with
them. We all gratefully accepted this very nice gesture and settled
down to hear Stan’s history of his Gully Foyle strip.
After about two hours of very interesting conversation with
Stan over his earlier work for Australian newspapers and comic
books, (in which time he was showing us sheets of his original
artwork of Silver Star, etc) his brother Reg, arrived with an armful
of modern jazz recordings.
With this wonderful music in the background, quite a few
drinks under our belts, very soft lightning from the candles and
the blue neon tube in the ceiling, we all felt very relaxed and at
home with our wonderful hosts, as we sit down with them for the

evening meal. All
that is, except
Dimitri. He was still
floating around
somewhere in space
as ...
Earlier in the
afternoon, Stan had
praised Dimitri’s
artwork for the detail
and imagination he
had put into it (this,
by way of a plug, was
the cover for OPUS
3). This would be the
first time since I have
Dimitir Razuvaev - Bonzer 3, page 5, 1969
known Dimitri, that I
have seen him stuck for words. As Stan was showing his work to
his brother and commenting on the individual style and detail, all
Dimitri could utter was ‘Gee’ and words that sounded like ‘Osh,
Whee, Yow’ and a few gurgles, all the time shaking his head from
side to side in disbelief. This was fair enough, but when he started
to drink the water from the fish-bowl instead of his glass of beer,
I became a bit concerned.
After dinner and few more glasses of wine, things became
rather vague. I do remember Stan telling me about the covers he
does for Cleveland Press, and talking about the ‘underground’
clubs at the Cross, with Reg, and somewhere along the line having
a car race with Paul on a motor race track in another room (he
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cheats!), but that was all until about 11.30 when I came good
again. We finally said goodbye to the Pitt family and thanked
them for their wonderful hospitality ... and meant it! (hic)
During the rest of our stay in Sydney, we visited several
secondhand book shops (almost had an all in blue with the boys
over a stack of old Aussie comics I discovered in one shop), was
taken on a tour by Sydney sf fan (we couldn’t convert him) Peter
Darling ... (thanks again Peter!), got lost in the underground
subway system, visited Luna Park (they still haven’t fixed those
damn pin-ball and ‘What The Butler Saw’ machines, pumped a few
drinks into Paul and took him to his first strip show at the Cross
(he now believes in girls), and in general ... had a ball.
We decided that rather than sit up all night in the car on our
return trip, we would try and book sleepers on the Spirit Of
Progress. Luckily, we managed four cancellations in the ‘sleeper’
section. Dimitri and myself spend a few hours in the Club Bar
consuming some of Australia’s national liquid refreshment, whilst
at the same time, Dimitri was doing a few sketches for the
waitresses (ruff). Well, you see, there was one girl who had a
figure like ... We later rejoined the other bods in the cabin, had a
short discussion about the events that had taken place, took a
nice warm shower and hit the sack for a good nights sleep.
Noel Kerr
Sweet Nothings 1, ANZAPA 3, February 1969.

1969 - Syncon 70 Promotion
The first Sydney convention since 1955 was another factor in
cementing relations between Sydney and Melbourne fans and
starting the process that led to Aussiecon. Almost all the prominent
fans in Sydney at the time were involved with organizing this

convention, including John Brosnan, originally from Perth but living
in Sydney at the time. He became associated with a group that
planned to drive a bus from Sydney to London in 1970, as one did in
those days. I don’t think that the bus made it all the way but John
did, and stayed there, becoming something of a legend in British
fandom. (As we speak Kim Huett is putting together an extensive
anthology of John’s work called ‘You Only Live Once’ which will
be found on the TransAtlantic Fan Fund Free Ebooks site when it is
ready.) Here, in the meantime, is John Brosnan at the beginning of
his career, publishing a flyer promoting Syncon 70 and seeking stuff
to sell there.
Syncon ‘70
A group of leading Sydney science fiction and comics fans
are organizing Sydney’s first sf convention for over ten years. This
convention, the Syncon ‘70, is to be held on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, 1st-3rd January, 1970, at the Bert Parker Memorial Hall
in Epping, a northern suburb of Sydney.
At this stage the programme has not been completely
determined but it is clear that there will be much to interest those
who attend.
The Guest of Honour will be Ron Graham, publisher of the
new Anglo-Australian sf magazine ‘Vision of Tomorrow’ and a man
who has done much to encourage interest in science fiction in
Australia. Many of the growing number of professional science
fiction authors in Australia will be present and will be able to pass
on to other budding authors the secrets of their success.
We will be showing a night of films, including at least one
major feature film as well as a programme of specially selected
shorts.
One of Sydney’s foremost comics fans, John Ryan, is
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organizing a programme for Saturday morning that will contain
talks, discussions and exhibitions of direct to interest to all those
who admire comics and comic art and that may explain to the
unconverted the strong attraction of this oft-maligned hobby.
As well as the activities mentioned above and the other
organized discussions and talks, the convention will provide a
good opportunity for people interested in sf and comics to meet
others who share that same interests and to discuss with authors
and fans the latest developments. There will be stands selling the
latest books and magazines, many not available elsewhere in
Australia and an auction of books, magazines and other items of
interest to collectors.
In order for the Syncon to be a success, the support of all
interested people is requested. In order to provide a solid
financial base for the convention, memberships received before
the end of November will only cost $3.00 instead of the $4-00 that
will be charged at the door. If you join now you will help make the
convention a success and save money at the same time, so what
have you to lose?
Enquiries about the auction should be addressed as soon as
possible to John Brosnan, 12 Barkley Street, Fairfield, NSW 2165.
(Undated flyer, c.1969)

Fanzine Review
Extant 3, December 1956. From Michael J Baldwin, 53
Shadforth Street, Mosman, Sydney, available for subscription
money, fanzines, etc, but no lawsuits, libel cases or bills.
This is an unusual fanzine for many reasons. One of the most
obvious is that it is foolscap, long and thin. While most Australian
fans at this time were folding their foolscap sheets in half to make a

nice little fanzine, this unfolded foolscap looks very unusual. It is
also unusual in being printed only on one side of the paper, but it’s
still also fairly thin with only 14 pages which are stapled, as usual,
and then a nice little strip of binding tape covers them up.
What’s most unusual about this fanzine is that it’s from
Sydney and the image of Sydney fanzines in this period was that they
usually looked very nice but were dull almost beyond description.
That reputation was earned by the Sydney Futurian faction which
took their fan publishing very seriously, all designed for the greater
glorification of sf. Mike Baldwin was with the Thursday Night
Group and so his fanzine, Extant, was a reaction against the Futurian
tradition of publishing, so it looks scrappy with generally primitive
hand drawn illos and text that has nothing to do with stf, or its
greater glory.
The only serious thing about Extant is its desire to stick it up
established Sydney fandom. This is punk before the word ‘punk’
was given that meaning in the 1970s. The hand drawn illustrations
are almost deliberately primitive, the typing and layout are casual
and the writing is fairly uncomplicated and not in the slightest
sercon. There is some fiction and poetry, I’m sure the fans of the
1950s had a word to describe the alternative style of Doug
Nicholson’s short story ‘Will God Replace the Cinema’, R Williams
‘Cinema Lost and Cinema Regained’ and Pat Burke’s poetry ‘Christ
in Martin Place’. I normally, as a matter of policy, don’t read these
kinds of things but I couldn’t help myself, and if all fan writing was
like this I’d dump the policy. Apart from that, the editor does most
of the writing and it is a deliberate light and fannish style. Here is
the beginning of his editorial:
This is a Warning! If you continue to read past this sentence,
having seen just the cover and the screed above, then we must
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warn you we think you are crazy. You are! You must be! You’ve
read past what we told you not to read past. So you must be quite
crazy.
After that outburst, I feel that moralizing, prophesizing type
of editorial should not be, nor that the willy, life of the fanzine
type of editorial should be included. As this issue is being released
to coincide with the fifth Australian Science Fiction Convention, or
Olimcon as it has been called, I am led to believe, that it is being
run in conjunction with some -er- athletic meeting or something,
not that you’d know, though. Only four inch headlines in the
papers, all sorts of people running around with lighted torches,
and rings appearing everywhere you look.
Maybe my
interpretation of the events mentioned above is all wrong, if so
you must blame the fact that I live in far distant Sydney, and the
view is not so good at that distance.
Well, anyway, welcome to all you people at the Melbourne
convention. It is quite possible you may have never seen a copy of
EXTANT before. My, aren’t you lucky! The facts of the matter are
that EXTANT is more or less the last gesture of Sydney Fandom,
before it is completely dead. It will probably last for a few years,
in fact it will last for a few years. EXTANT I mean. Sydney fandom
is almost dead, but you never can tell. It may suddenly reawake
with a large splurge, because fandom is a very funny thing and
there is really nothing quite like it.
And since I mentioned Etherline earlier in this issue of iOTA,
here is what is to be found at the bottom of a page of nice fanzine
reviews:
I have been asked, no, dared, by Leo J Harding of
Melbourne, to review the Publication of the Melbourne Science
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Fiction Group, Etherline. Well, I won’t. You may call me Chicken,
but I won’t do it. Etherline is a magazine reviewing Science
Fiction, and is run by amateurs. I do not think it is a fanzine. It is
more a trade journal. It is the policy of Extant to have nothing to
do or say about professional or trade magazines, apart from
passing references to them.
As well as being punk (for its time) Extant strikes me as being
a fanzine in the process of finding itself. Mike Baldwin seems to be
trying to find his way out of the tedium of Australian fanzines (and
fandom in general) in this period and has not yet figured out how to
do it. Sadly, he never did and the ennui of Sydney fandom in the mid
1950s gobbled him up too. There was a fourth issue of Extant that
got as far as stencils in 1958 but did not see the light of day until
1975 when some copies where distributed at Aussiecon, with an
introduction which looks like it came from John Foyster’s typer.
This one is worth driving the time machine back to 1956 for,
you can probably pick up a copy if you go to Olympicon. It is not a
great fanzine, but it was in the process of showing signs of greatness
when it’s editor disappeared into the Glades of Gafia, along with
almost all of Sydney fandom.

Progress Report
Well, what can I say? That it was the festive season? Not for
this little historian, however.
The University of Iowa Press is going to publish a book called
Australian Fandom and I’ve written a chapter for it - that’s the main
thing I’ve been doing for the past month. The rest of the book will
probably be standard cultural studies style fandom studies and of
little interest to dedicated readers of iOTA. My chapter, called at the
moment ‘Fanac in Isolation’ deals very briefly with the history of
Australian fandom in the period before the Easter 1966 convention

and draws out some conclusions about why fandom in Australia
before then did not take off in the way that it did post Australian SF
Review. Having written this 5,000 word opus does not meat that it
will see publication, or in the form in which it now exists; it still has
to go through the peer review process and then the editorial process.
I’ll let you know how it goes.

Letters of Comment
Gary Mason writes:
I haven't managed to get all the way through your 136 page
bumper issue yet, but I have to thank you for reprinting that stuff
from NF. I am finding I am grateful to *myself* for all the stuff I
recorded then, which in some respects contradicts my memory,
but being a contemporary account, is more reliable. For example,
in recent years I have been putting my first attendance at a
Melbourne con as 1968, but there I have stated clearly that my
first was 1969. That therefore changes the date of the photos I
have been printing here and there of that convention, and means
I must have attended only one convention at Somerset Place, and
the other occasions I recall being there must not have been
conventions. I'm pretty sure the next few actual cons were at the
Capri, Murrumbeena, except for the Gelaticon.
I'm also pleased about the way I transcribed the tape (which
Peter must have provided me with) of the first Ditmars, complete
with sound effects and stage directions. It brings the proper
flavour of the occasion right back. We were all pretty good at
howls of derision in those days, weren't we?
You have a better memory than I, Gary. I keep on amazing
myself at all the things we got up to and did in those days, but I
remember almost none of it. It’s the embarraing moments that stick
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out in my memory. I still recall vividly sitting quietly on the toilet
when ....
Gosh, now I’ve embarrassed myself again and gone all red, as
I probably did back then. Moving right along; We Also Heard From:
Carey Handfield, Jenny Bryce, Yvonne Rousseau, Helena Binns,
Chris Nelson, Roman Orszanski and Kim Huett.

the road up at The Basin. Judging from their clothing, these photos
were taken on two different occasions.
Lee speaks
and John
listens, not
quite the
natural
order of
things?

The Photo Page

John
whispers in
John’s ear,
‘ASFR, you
know you
want to,’
he says.
Dick Janssen, John Foyster and John Bangsund

This issue, three photos sent to us by Dick Jenssen. I’d reckon
that they were taken in the mid 1960s, perhaps before 1966, and
possibly at Lee and Carla Harding’s place that you couldn’t see from
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1963 - The Melbourne SF Club
is Showing Movies
After its move to Somerset Place the club settled down to a
relatively quite existence with the library as its primary focus. In this
issue, however, Mervyn notes that the club has taken on another
activity with the formation of the Fantasy Film Group.
According to Mervyn’s memoire in iOTA 13 one reason for
doing this was as a way of boosting the club’s funds by attracting
people to film showings. The young ones among you might not
believe this, but there was a time when you either had to go to movie
theaters or have a television set (which was not a common thing in
1963) to be able to watch moving pictures. Even then, you had to
watch what the theater and tv station owners wanted to show you,
not what you wanted to see. People who liked watching unusual
movies had to club together and find themselves a space and some
film showing equipment to be able to watch what they wanted to see,
and the Melbourne SF Club now had a nice big clubroom and bought
it’s own 16mm projector. There were a few film libraries from
which they could borrow, some of the things available were less
interesting than others, but if you wanted to see movies like
Metropolis or Forbidden Planet after it’s run in the theaters, the
Fantasy Film Group was about the only place in Melbourne where
you could see them.
March-April 1963
Dear SF Fans
Contrary to rumors you may have heard I am still a resident
of this planet. I did say in my last Newsletter however that future
issues would be few and far between. A number of people I know
rely on this letter to keep them up to date on the latest sf books
and so on, but I am sorry that circumstances and time have been

against me doing an issue before now. Even now other things are
being neglected.
Quite a few pbs have been published in the US and the UK
in the last six moths. Some new one, many reprints including some
we have been waiting for for quite a while. The English publishers
Gollancz are still going strong and I will list all their forthcoming
titles. The big question at the moment however is -HOW LONG
WILL ANALOG LAST?
Incidently before I get on with it I would like to thank my
Junior Partner John Foyster who did most of the work in the last
issue at any rate, for his assistance. For the time being John being
a student teacher, has gone bush.
A REPORT from the MELBOURNE SF CLUB
The club is continuing to flourish. Members come and go
but new faces are appearing all the time. Membership at the end
of 1962 was 52. The room is now reasonably tidy and we don’t
have to worry about a leaky roof as it has now been fully repaired.
A lot of work needs to be done on the library and we will be
having a working bee on it soon. A separate Group called the
MELBOURNE FANTASY FILM GROUP has been formed and all
future film shows will be sponsored by this body. Membership is
separate to the MSFC and the subscription is 30/- per year. There
will be ten shows a year. Where possible we will show fantasy and
SF films but there will also be others of a popular choice. Since we
bought the projector which is now working quite well the bit of
sound trouble we had early on now being much improved, we
have shown BEAT THE DEVIL and FORBIDDEN PLANET. Both were
a big success and we now have twenty members and more
prospective members. Next month probably on the 15th of March
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we will be showing METROPOLIS plus a selection of the many
short films available to us now. Likely shows in the future include
THE TIME MACHINE and THE GHOST GOES WEST.
**********
A few weeks have passed since I started this issue and in
that time we have shown the film 1984. Metropolis has to be
booked ahead and will not be shown now until May. In the
meantime the next show will be DAMNED YANKEES on a date to
be decided. Members will be notified. We were a little
disappointed at the last attendance and we hope it will improve
in the future.
Mervyn Binns
Australian SF Newsletter, March/April 1963

THE GREAT AMERICAN MAGAZINE
DROUGHT IN AUSTRALIA, 1938-1959
We’ve all probably read that there was a ban on importing
American stf into Australia during the 1940s and 1950s, but it only
gets mentioned in passing. Chris Nelson has written ‘Science Fiction
Magazines Banned!’ in Mumblings from Munchkinland 32,
published in August 2012, but that is the only article I’ve seen that
deals with it directly so I thought it was about time that we looked at
the bans more fully. .
The restriction on importing American stf falls into two parts,
the ban on moral grounds that commenced in 1938 and the ban for
financial reasons that commenced in 1940 as part of Australia’s
involvement in the second World War. The ban for financial reasons
continued through the 1950s as part of the Australian government’s
attempt to control overseas spending while the ban for moral reasons

really did not end until Commonwealth government control on
imports on moral grounds ended in the 1970s. Of these two reasons
the moral one was the most contentious and therefore takes up more
space here. However, the ban for financial reasons had the much
greater effect, but it was not contentious and therefore raised little
debate or comment, resulting is less space being given to it here.
There has, and will probably continue to be, a great deal written
about censorship in Australia so I do not need to continue this story
beyond the lifting of import bans for financial reasons in 1959, which
resulted in a deluge of American science fiction being unleashed on
Australia from 1960.
The following article uses snippets from newspapers and
Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates (CPD) to help give a picture
of this significant event in the history of Australian stf and fandom.
However, I’m beginning with a summary so you don’t have to wade
through all the detail of those times. That means you can skip all the
documentary stuff if you like, though that would be a rude thing to
do after all the trouble I’ve gone to to put it together for you.
Summary
The ban on moral grounds was instigated by wowsers who put
so much pressure on the Australian government about the depraving
effect of American pulp magazines on the youth of Australia that the
Commonwealth government introduced bans on many of the pulp
magazines in May 1938. When the restrictions were introduced there
were three stf magazines being published (Amazing Stories, Thrilling
Wonder Stories and Astounding Stories. (Mumblings from
Munchkinland 17.)) and it seems that none of them were put on the
banned list. Over the following months more magazines were added
to the list and more stf magazines started publication so that, by
1940, at least three of them had been banned.
The ban on financial grounds began when the Australian
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government introduced a system of import licencing to control
overseas imports at the beginning of the second World War. In April
1940 the Commonwealth government used these regulations to
impost strict bans of the importation of almost all magazines from
‘non-sterling-block’ countries in order to preserve the nation’s
finances for the war effort. All fiction magazines were banned for
importation including all the 14 stf titles then being published.
After the war Australia was aligned with the ‘sterling block’
which was struggling with an imbalance in trade with the United
States and a ‘Dollar shortage’ which meant that most restrictions on
importing unnecessary items, such as stf magazines, was not
permitted. In 1956 some restrictions on spending US Dollars was
reduced but the Australian government was still concerned about the
balance of trade so the ban continued until 1959 when the
government reduced control of licenced imports, including American
magazines. At this point there were eight stf magazines being
published in America which could then be imported into Australia.
We should note that at no point in all the discussion about
banning importation of American magazines does the term ‘science
fiction’ or the names of any of the American stf magazines rate a
mention. Science fiction was only a tiny part of a much larger
picture and it was invisible so far as the government was concerned.
The 1938 Moral Bans
Although it appears that the initial restrictions on the
importation of American pulp magazines had little effect on the
importation of stf magazines, this whole period is important in
helping to illustrate a much wider aspect of Australian culture from
the 1930s to the 1970s, wowserism. Another aspect of the
importation of American pulps in this period that is just touched
upon in these two Parliamentary Questions is the matter of dumping,
which threatened the viability of a writing and publishing industry in

Australia. These government actions took place before fandom
began organizing itself in Australia so we do not know what any
science fiction readers thought of these bans.
West Australian (Perth), Monday 11 April 1938, page 16
‘PERNICIOUS’ PUBLICATIONS
Baptist Union Asks for a Ban
SYDNEY. April 10. A resolution condemning the sale of
certain imported magazines as ‘pernicious and obscene’ was
carried at the half-yearly assembly of the Baptist Union of New
South Wales at Bathurst. The church will ask the Commonwealth
and State authorities to take decisive action to prevent the
importation and local production of certain types of publications.
The Council of Churches and similar organizations will be asked to
support the request.
Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Tuesday, 10 May 1938
Mr HAWKER (Wakefield) - Will the Acting Minister for Trade
and Customs say whether the statement purporting to have been
issued by him to the press, which appeared in last Wednesday's
newspapers, with reference to the steps he was taking to prevent
the importation of objectionable magazines, is, in the main,
accurate, particularly that portion in which he explained that two
problems were involved, one being the objectionable character of
the magazines, and the second that the imports were on a
dumping basis? Will he also make it quite plain that when he said
it would be a matter for the Government to determine whether
any special protection could be granted to Australian producers,
he did not intend to convey the impression that the Government
was contemplating any action for the purpose of protecting local
producers of indecent literature?
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Mr PERKINS (Eden-Monaro) (Minister without portfolio
assisting the Minister for Trade and Customs) - The interpretation
placed on my statement by the honorable member is the opposite
of what I wished to convey. It has been found that the sale of
indecent literature is having a detrimental effect upon certain
decent Australian publications, and at the same time is
encouraging other publishers in Australia to run a little loose in
order to hold some of the trade they already have. I believe that
the steps which the Government proposes to take should meet
the situation.
Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, Wednesday,
11 May 1938
Mr NAIRN (Perth) - Will the Acting Minister for Trade and
Customs state what steps are being or have been taken in the
direction of restricting the circulation of indecent literature in
Australia?
Mr PERKINS - by leave- Following upon strong agitation by
a large section of the community and vigorous protests by various
public and religious bodies, the Government has given
consideration to the advisability of taking action to prevent the
importation into the Commonwealth of certain literature of an
undesirable character in which crime and criminal activities are
featured and which give undue emphasis to matters of sex. It is
recognized that there are many reputable publications in which
crime and even horrors are judiciously presented and which have
definite literary and intellectual merit. To these no exception can
be taken. Certain publications are, however, being imported into
Australia, which have no literary or intellectual value and are
obviously published in order to cater for those seeking to satisfy

depraved tastes for morbidity, sadism, sensuality, &c. These books
are usually printed in luridly attractive covers and frequently a
table of contents is printed on the cover in which is included a title
or titles of a suggestive nature. The books are retailed at prices
ranging as low as 3d or 4d a copy. The Customs Act prohibits the
importation of blasphemous, indecent or obscene works or
articles, and it has been the practice for many years to refuse
delivery of publications which are definitely within the category of
obscene, indecent, or blasphemous.
A large number of the publications typical of those now in
question has been examined by officers of the department, and it
has been found that, while some could be classed as obscene or
indecent within the meaning of the existing prohibition, many of
them, although of an undesirable character, could not be so
classed. A similar view was expressed by the members of the
Literature Censorship Board by whom a number of copies were
examined. Honorable members will, I am sure, agree that
literature of the type of that, now referred to cannot but have a
harmful effect upon the community, particularly upon the young
folk and adolescents. In supporting representations made by him
for a ban on such importations, the Premier of New South Wales
stated that a large number of these publications were found
among the effects of a young man recently found guilty of
murder.
The Literature Censorship Board has reported that certain
of the publications reviewed by it, whilst not within the existing
prohibition, are injurious. After the fullest consideration the
Government has decided that in the interests of the community
the sale of undesirable literature of the type under consideration
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should be prevented and to this end approval has been given to
the issue of a regulation under section 52(gr) of the Customs Act
prohibiting the importation of literature which, in the opinion of
the Minister for Trade and Customs, unduly emphasizes matters
of sex or crime or is calculated to encourage depravity whether by
words or by picture or partly by words and partly by picture. There
is no intention to interfere with reputable detective or crime
stories which have definite literary merit.
West Australian (Perth), Thursday 12 May 1938, page 17
TRASHY MAGAZINES
BAN ON IMPORTS
Federal Government Acts
CANBERRA, May 11. - A regulation made under the Customs
Act will be promulgated immediately to enable the Federal
Government to prohibit the import of foreign magazines obscene
in nature or of the cheap type glorifying crime. The Federal
Cabinet this morning agreed to a recommendation by the
Acting-Minister for Customs (Mr. Perkins) that such a regulation
should be made.
The powers to be imposed by the regulation will be very
wide in character and they will enable the department to exclude
any literature which ‘in the opinion of the Minister for Trade and
Customs unduly emphasizes matters of sex or crime or is
calculated to encourage depravity, whether by words or pictures,
or partly by words and partly by pictures.’
It is not the intention of the Ministry that this regulation
should be administered on the recommendation of the
Commonwealth Censorship Committee in the same way as the
existing book censorship regulations. The main reason for this is

that the volume of magazines reaching Australia is far too great
for the censors to deal with and in addition the delay during
censorship would be embarrassing to the publishers and agents
of magazines produced on a periodical basis. The Minister,
therefore, will be able to ban any magazines without reference to
the censors.
The Cabinet decided that in the administration of the
regulation there should be no embargo on reputable detective or
crime publications of definite literary merit.
In referring to the new regulation this afternoon Mr. Holt
(UAP, Vic.) asked in the House of Representatives whether it was
proposed to include ‘penny dreadfuls’ which ‘apparently formed
the basis of the early reading of many members of this honourable
House.’
Mr. Perkins: It is not intended that the board should censor
the magazines. ‘Penny dreadfuls’ do not come within this category
so honorable members will at liberty to read them.
Mr. Jennings (UAP, NSW) asked whether indecent
magazines published in Australia would be included and Mr.
Perkins replied that these were under control of the States.
West Australian (Perth), Friday 13 May 1938, page 22
TRASHY MAGAZINES.
APPLYING THE BAN.
States Will be Asked to Help
CANBERRA, May 12. - Co-operation by the State
Governments will be sought by the Federal Government in its
campaign to suppress the sale in Australia of offensive magazines
imported from overseas. The Acting-Minister for Customs (Mr.
Perkins) pointed out this afternoon that even the wide powers
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being taken in the new regulations would not enable the Customs
Department to intervene to prevent the sale of such magazines
once they had passed the Customs. To guard against any
possibility of such magazines getting through the Customs into
the hands of booksellers, the Ministry would ask the State
Governments to take action to seize any such magazines which
might be exposed for sale after having been banned by the
Customs Department.
Mr. Perkins said that experience had shown that many of
the most objectionable types of cheap magazines were being
imported nominally as packing. They were wedged round cased
consignments of books and other articles in such a way as to
suggest that they were merely waste packing material and it was
not until the cases were completely opened that the magazines
were revealed intact. This method of importation accounted for
the appearance of many of the cheaper types of magazines sold
in Australia.
Mr. Perkins said today that the administration of the new
regulations would present a number of new problems. In general,
if a magazine which was published as a periodical was banned on
any of the grounds prescribed under the regulations all future
issues of that publication would come automatically under the
ban. The publishers or importers, however, would have the right
to seek a review of the ban at any time and could procure the
removal of the publication from the prohibited list if they could
show that it had ceased to publish material of the kind to which
exception had been taken by the department. On the other hand
the powers would be administered with discretion and the
publication in a single issue of a normally reputable periodical of

something to which objection might be taken would not
necessarily result in the permanent banning of that publication.
Mr. Perkins said that, according to information received by
the Customs Department, the passing of the regulation in itself
had had a salutary effect. Today a certain importer had cabled
abroad cancelling all future shipments of certain publications
handled by him. Several of the largest importers of magazines had
commended the action taken by the department and had
indicated their willingness to discontinue immediately the
importation of any publications which might be pointed out to
them by the Customs Department as contravening the new
regulations.
West Australian (Perth), Thursday 26 May 1938, page 18
OBSCENE MAGAZINES
Import Ban to Operate Immediately
CANBERRA: May 25 - The Executive Council today formally
approved of the new Customs regulation to prohibit the
importation of offensive magazines. The regulation gives power
to restrict imports from Empire countries as well as foreign
sources. It will operate immediately.
The regulation reads as follows:
The Minister may forbid the importation of literature which,
in the- opinion of the Minister, whether by word or picture or
partly by word and partly by picture, (a) unduly emphasises crime
or sex, or (b) is calculated to encourage depravity.
Age (Melbourne), Friday 5 August 1938, page 12
UNWHOLESOME LITERATURE
Minister's Retort
SYDNEY, Thursday.- Replying to a deputation from
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magazine importers which waited on him to-day, and urged a
modification of the ban on magazines dealing with crime and sex,
the Acting Minister of Customs (Mr. Perkins) declared that it was
better that those engaged in selling and handling magazines
should suffer loss than that youth should be morally corrupted.
West Australian (Perth), Friday 14 October 1938, page 22
BANNED MAGAZINES.
MINISTER REFUTES CRITICISM.
British and Foreign Publications.
CANBERRA, Oct.13 - Suggestions that the ban recently
imposed on certain cheap foreign magazines was applied by the
publishers of British magazines were emphatically denied today by
the Minister for Customs (Mr. White).
‘The ban was not imposed on account of representations by
importers of British magazines, but was the result of widespread
protests from leading citizens and organizations over a
considerable period,’ said Mr. White. ‘As far back as 1934
magazine importers agreed that orders would not be placed for
undesirable literature of this type, and that such sales would not
be encouraged. Some importers did not-carry out their part of the
agreement and magazines of an obnoxious type appeared on
some bookstalls in greater numbers than ever. In determining
which magazines are to be prohibited the same procedure is
followed with British magazines as with those from the United
States. Canada and South Africa have also taken steps to prohibit
the importation of objectionable literature, and there the majority
of publications banned have been of United States origin.
‘So many expressions of approval of the Government's
action have been received from members of Parliament.

numerous citizens in all walks of life, representative organizations
and all the churches that I am convinced the propaganda being
issued will evoke no response outside the small circle of those
who wish to commercialize degrading publications.’
Age (Melbourne), Thursday 1 June 1939, page 13
BANNED MAGAZINES
Case Adjourned
A further prosecution under the recently amended Police
Offences Act, which widened the definition of ‘obscene’ to
embrace literature which over-emphasized crimes, was mentioned
in the Fourth City court. George Andrew McKinnon and Reginald
Roy Radford, proprietors of McGill’s news agency, Elizabethstreet, were charged with having on April 29 been the owners of
magazines entitled ‘Dime Detective’ and ‘Terror Tales’ which they
knowingly kept for gain. They pleaded not guilty.
Mr T F Mornane said the prosecution was part of a
campaign by the police for the enforcement of the section relating
to the definition. Book sellers who stocked that class of literature
generally offended because they did not know that it came under
the act. McGills was a reputable agency, and he asked that the
charge be adjourned sine die.
Mr J M Cullity, for the defense, said that last year
defendants heard unofficially that the Commonwealth
Government intended to prohibit the importation of what was
known as American pulp magazines. Without waiting for an
official proclamation they immediately communicated with their
New York suppliers, and ordered that no more of the magazines
should be sent to them. Except for a few magazines, including
those referred to, which were overlooked, all such magazines
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were eliminated from the stock. The Commonwealth authorities
had said that book sellers could sell the stocks they then had in
hand.
Mr Beers, PM, in granting the adjournment, said he was
satisfied that the defendants had no intention of breaking the law.
On the contrary, they intended to carry it out and had taken steps
to destroy the magazines.
The 1940 Financial Bans
There had been an amazing increase in the publication of stf
magazines since the initial restrictions of 1938. In 1940 there were
14 stf titles that could be imported into Australia: Amazing,
Fantastic, Thrilling Wonder, Startling, Strange Stories, Captain
Future, Unknown, Marvel, Science Fiction, Future, Famous
Fantastic Mysteries, Astonishing, Super Science and Planet.
(Mumblings from Munchkinland 17) Of these Astonishing, Super
Science, Planet and others had already been banned under the 1938
regulations. (Futurian Observer 8, 21 April 1940)
Here is the official version of what happened in relation to the
financial bans, extracted from the Official Year Book of the
Commonwealth of Australia, No 46 - 1960 (available on-line as
Australia Year Book, 1960), Chapter 13 Trade, section 7 Import
Controls, pp.471-472.
7. Import Controls.-Customs (Import. Licensing)
Regulations. A comprehensive system of import licensing was
introduced in Australia at the beginning of the second World. War
under the authority of the Customs (Import Licensing)
Regulations, being Statutory Rules 1939 No. 163, issued under the
Customs Act 1901-1936.
Between 1939 and 1945, licensing controls on imports from
both sterling and non-sterling sources were progressively

intensified. With the end of the War it was possible to
progressively relax the restrictions and by March, 1952, goods
from the non-dollar area (excluding Japan for which special
provisions applied until July, 1957) were virtually free from import
licensing controls.
During the financial year 1951-52, following a fall in the price
of wool and a large increase in the volume of imports, Australia
incurred a substantial deficit in overall payments on current
account. Oversea reserves fell rapidly in the latter part of 1951 and
early 1952 endangering Australia's external financial position to
such a degree that it became necessary on 8th March, 1952, to
apply the Customs (Import Licensing) Regulations to imports from
all sources with the exception of goods originating in Papua, New
Guinea and Norfolk Island.
The extension of the restrictions on 8th March, 1952, was
made under the authority of the above regulations, which had
continued in force after the war. Those regulations. were
subsequently replaced by new Customs (Import Licensing)
Regulations made under the Customs Act 1901-1954 on 16th
December, 1956. The new Regulations continued to provide, inter
alia, that the importation of any goods (not being goods which are
excepted from the application of the Regulations) is prohibited
unless-(a) a licence under these Regulations to import the goods is
in force; and
(b) the conditions and restrictions (if any) to which the
licence is subject are complied with.
The object of import licensing has been to limit the rate of
imports to a ceiling figure, determined by the Government, in
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order that payments for imports do not involve an excessive
drawing on Australia's oversea exchange reserves. To achieve the
financial objectives of the controls, imports were divided into a
number of categories to which special licensing treatment was
accorded (largely by the establishment of quotas for individual
importers within each category). In general, the nature of goods
and their relative essentiality to the Australian economy were
taken into account in determining the licensing rate for particular
goods.
Since March 1952, import restrictions have been relaxed and
intensified broadly in line with changes in Australia's balance of
payments position.
The import controls have been administered without
discrimination as to country of origin, with the exception of those
relating to imports from Japan and the Dollar Area. The special
restrictions against Japanese imports were removed in July, 1957,
and in recent years Australia progressively removed discrimination
against imports from the Dollar Area. By January 1960,
approximately 95 per cent. of total imports were not subject to
dollar discrimination.
In accordance with the principle of relaxing and removing
controls in the light of developments in Australia's balance of
payments position, large-scale licensing changes involving an
almost complete abolition of controls were made as from 23rd
February, 1960. As a result of these changes some 90 per cent. of
total imports are exempt from control. On 1st April, 1960 timber
was also added to the exempt list.
Licensing was retained on the bulk of the items which
remain under control, for the purpose of providing licensing

statistics which have been very useful in the administration of the
Japanese Trade Agreement. They will remain under control until,
after consultation with industry and commerce, suitable
alternative arrangements can be made.
A few other items for which special problems exist, will be
removed from control when the problems associated with them
have been resolved.
In respect of most of the items which continue to be
licensed, provision was also made under the recent relaxations for
licensing at a higher rate.
The Government has announced its intention of removing
this remaining element of licensing control as soon as possible.
The retention of control over a small field of trade does not
imply any departure from the Government's policy of using the
Customs Tariff and the Tariff Board machinery as the normal
method of protecting economic and efficient Australian industries
from import competition.
With the exception of motor vehicles of North American
origin, which will be exempted from control as from 1st October,
1960, there is now no discrimination as to country of origin in the
administration of import controls.
The administration of the import controls is the
responsibility of the Department of Trade, although the actual
issue of import licences is a function of the Department of
Customs and Excise at the various ports of the Commonwealth.
Following that explanation, here is some documentary
evidence from those times to give you a feel for what happened and
why it happened. Note, again, that sf does not get a mention in any
of this, what happened to sf and fandom was just collateral damage..
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The Age (Melbourne), Tuesday 2 April 1940, p.10
CANBERRA. Monday. - The importation of all fiction magazines
from non-sterling countries will be banned under the new strict
import control regulations. The prohibition came into operation
to-day, but it will be some time before the ban is complete, as
shipments now en route which cannot be cancelled will probably
be permitted entry.
The new policy will not affect magazines having technical
value or reflecting current opinion. Customs officials are now
engaged preparing the list of publications of the type to be
admitted under licence.
The Age (Melbourne), Friday 12 April 1940, page 6
IMPORT BAN ON MAGAZINES
To Save £100,000
CANBERRA, Thursday.- Import prohibition has been applied
to nearly 300 American magazines under the Federal
Government's dollar conservation policy. A large number of other
publications will be admitted only on a subscription basis, but
religious, highly technical and noted current opinion magazines
will be exempt from the ban. The Government’s decision applies
to the publications of all non-sterling countries, but America will
be chiefly affected.
The Minister of Customs (Senator McLeay), to-day issued a
classified list containing the names of the publications included in
the control scheme. It is estimated that about £100,000 a year will
be saved by the Government's action. Senator McLeay said books
and music would be permitted entry on the basis prevailing since
December 1, under the general import licensing provisions. It was
very difficult to make a rigid classification of periodicals and

publications. On this account it had been decided to admit on a
subscription basis a number of publications which, although not
being learned, scientific or religious journals or reflecting current
opinion, would be important to certain professions and branches
of Industry.
Complete prohibition applies to all comics, comic strips,
fiction, motion picture, radio, fashion and illustrated publications,
also children's toy books. Popular Western, detective: and
scientific magazines will disappear from booksellers' shelves for
the duration of the, war. Back-dated magazines and periodicals,
other than those of a religious nature or those reflecting current
opinion, are also included in the ban.
Other sundry periodicals which are completely prohibited
include the following:-‘Colliers,’ ‘Cosmopolitan,’ ‘Country
Gentleman,’ ‘Country Life,’ ‘Esquire,’ ‘Good Housekeeping,’
‘Ladles' Home Journal,’ ‘McCalls,’ ‘Vogue,’ ‘Women's Home
Companion,’ ‘American Business,’ ‘Popular Aviation,’ ‘Physical
Culture,’ ‘Science Digest.’
Periodicals which will be admitted on subscription only,
when imported in single copies through the. post, include:‘Mercury,’ ‘Butterick Fashion Magazine,’ ‘Harper's Bazaar,’
‘Harper's Magazine,’ ‘McCall's Fashion Book,’ ‘Saturday Evening
Post,’ ‘Catholic Digest,’ ‘Ken,’ ‘Life,’ ‘Little Blue Book Series’,
‘Look,’ ‘National Geographic,’ ‘Natural History,’ ‘Nature
Magazine,’ ‘Readers' Digest,’ ‘Mechanics and Handicraft.’
‘Mechanix,’ ‘Modern Mechanix and Inventions,’ ‘Popular
Mechanics,’ ‘Popular Science Monthly,’ ‘Q.S.T.,’ ‘Radio
Engineering,’ ‘Scientific American.’
Licences will be issued freely for the following publications,
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among others:- ‘American Theosophtst,’ ‘American Lutheran,’
‘Christian Science Monitor,’ ‘Concordia Theological Monthly,’
‘Lutheran Witness,’ ‘Messenger,’ ‘American Journal of
Roentgenology and Radium Therapy,’ ‘Journal of Motion Picture,’
‘Reviewobiology,’ ‘R.C.A. Review,’ ‘Textile- Colorist,’ ‘Current
History,’ ‘Forum,’ ‘Time.’
Licences will be issuable to the extent of 50 per cent of the
value of base year importations to the following:- ‘Butterick
Fashion News,’ ‘McCall's Style News,’ ‘Pictorial Fashion Guide,’
‘The Vogue Patterns.’
Sydney Morning Herald, Saturday 13 April 1940, page 19
BANNED MAGAZINES
Mostly "Westerns" and Love Stories.
American magazines and periodicals classified by
booksellers as "westerns" and "love and romantic stories"
represent the bulk of the publications which have been banned
under the new wartime import control regulations.
One establishment alone, with stores throughout Australia,
has sold at least 20,000 copies a month of the more popular types
of the fiction now banned.
Mr P Dowling, managing director of the New South Wales
Bookstall Co Pty Ltd, claimed that the ban would cause
unemployment in wholesale and retail establishments, and would
affect ‘more than three-quarters of the population.’ Restrictions
in Great Britain on reading matter at the beginning of the war had
since been relaxed, he said.
Argus (Melbourne), Saturday 13 April 1940, page 5
MAGAZINE BAN CRITICISED
Two Out of Print

Among the American magazines which the Federal
Government has decided to ban from Australia are two which
have been out of circulation for almost 12 months ’Ken’ and.
‘Stage.’
A well-known Melbourne bookseller directed attention to
this fact yesterday as evidence of what he described as the ‘crass
stupidity’ of the ban. ‘The decision manifestly has been reached in
a hurry, without knowledge or proper consideration,’ he said. ‘At
least a third of the banned magazines are essential to Australian
cultural life, or to business.’
He considered that the elimination of the cheaper type of
magazines might stimulate the Australian publishing trade, and
assist Australian authors, but no benefit would come from the ban
on the better class publications.
Captain C H Peters, general manager of Robertson and
Mullens Ltd, said that ‘effective substitutes’ for most of the
magazines could be obtained from Britain. ‘I have no doubt the
bun will increase the demand for Australian publication, and
should benefit printers, paper millers, and, by no means least
important, Australian authors,’ he added.
Mr F A Illingworth, general secretary of Gordon and Gotch
(A'asia) Ltd, who are large importers of magazines, said: ‘It is a
severe blow to us. but we understand the reason. We hope to
make up some of the loss in which we shall be involved on English
and Australian publications.’
Mr. Illingworth felt that the paper shortage would tend to
prevent what, in other circumstances, might have been the
beneficial effect of the ban on Australian publishing.
Futurian Observer 8, 21 April 1940.
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SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINES BANNED!
A grave situation has arisen. The Federal Government has
issued a list of American pulp magazines which will be banned
from this country. Included in this list are all stf magazines now
entering the Commonwealth. ASTOUNDING, FFM, TWS, SS, all fall
under this ban. The magazines will continue to appear in Australia
for two months, owing the fact that shipments are already en
route. Not content with completely banning the magazines from
the stands, the Government had decreed that new inscriptions
cannot be commenced. Subscriptions that have already been
placed will be allowed to carry on until their expiration.
The latest news on this matter, at the time of writing, comes
from Victoria. There, the Federated Newsagents Association has
asked the Government to reconsider its decision, stating that the
dollar exchange is negligible. Probably the news agents in other
States will co-operate in this appeal and the chances of the ban
being repealed may become more promising. Behind them also
will be the reading public, who must sooner or later, raise
objections to the curtail of this cheap form of literature. It must
be borne in mind that already the newer magazines have been
prevented from appearing on the stands, that is, ASTONISHING
STORIES, SUPERSCIENCE STORIES, PLANET STORIES, etc, etc.
AUSTRALIAN FANDOM CARRIED ON
Despite these distressing circumstances it is gratifying to
know that the small, active, band of fans intend to carry on their
work of popularising science fiction. Hopes are high for the British
reprint editions of eight magazines, so that at least we’ll have
some form of reading. Even if the Brtish reprints fail to appear,
American publisherd have been considering putting the idea into

operation out here.
Futurian OBSERVER will carry on, but it is doubtful whether
we can fulfill the promise of four pages for at least a while.
Futurian Observer 16 June 1940.
BAN ON MAGAZINES
The ban on American magazines is now in operation and the
last shipment has arrived. The release of these magazines has
been delayed ‘because,’ say different bookstall proprietors, ‘the
government is printing inserts for them, requesting readers to
subscribe to British magazines’. We wonder if this could mean
that reprints are soon to be released in Australia as reports from
other sources have indicated.
1959 - The Financial Bans End
These bans remained in place, in a couple of forms, but fans
gradually found ways to bring a limited amount American stf into
Australia and subsisted on a diet of thin British Reprint Editions.
However, stf was not imported into Australia in any quantity and an
indigenous stf writing and publishing industry failed to emerge so
that the reader in the street had little access to good quality stf during
this period.
The import restrictions were lifted after Treasuerer, Harold
Holt, delivered the 1959 Budget Speech on 11 August 1959. During
the speech Holt said:
Externally, our position improved as the year went on and,
instead of our overseas reserves falling by something over
£100,000,000 as had been feared when the year began, they fell
by only £10,000,000. At 30th June last they stood at £515,000,000
which is a comfortable figure. This came about partly through a
strong inflow of private capital combined with some success in
public borrowing abroad, and partly through a recovery in
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exports. Rural output being high, we had a large volume of
commodities to sell and, although wool prices fell heavily in the
first half of the selling season, they improved later and the market
closed strongly. For most other exports, except metals, prices
were fairly good and beef had a record year.
Fortified by this improvement, the Government has, as my
colleague, the Minister for Trade, has already announced, raised
the ceiling for import licensing from £800,000,000 a year to
£850,000.000. It has also done much to reduce discrimination
between sources of supply so that, as to more than 90 per cent,
of the goods we obtain abroad, importers are now free to seek
their requirements anywhere they choose
Harold Hold, Budget Speech 1959, 11 August 1959, CPD
When the import restrictions were lifted there were eight stf
titles that could be imported from America: Amazing, Fantastic,
Analog, F&SF, Galaxy and If, and also the magazines Future,
Original SF, Fantastic Universe and Super SF which had all ceased
publication within a year. The pulps had all gone, Australia had
missed the ‘Golden Age’ of the 1950s when, at various times, there
had been between 20 and 30 stf magazine titles in publication in
America. (Mumblings from Munchkinland 18)
There remain only a couple of usefully interesting extracts.
The second one from Allan Fraser comments on magazine publishing
in Australia generally and the effect that lifting the bans had on it,
although this is not really relevant to stf because there was no
industry in Australia to suffer as the wider publishing industry
apparently did.
CPD Thursday, 29 October 1959
Mr BURY (Wentworth) - My question to the Minister for
Trade concerns the residue of discrimination in our import

licensing system against goods from the dollar area. In view of the
prolonged and continued deficit of the United States in its
payments with the rest of the world, involving an outflow of gold
in 1958 of 2 billion dollars and the general dismantling of
discriminatory restrictions against the dollar by other countries, is
it considered by the Government that there are still financial
grounds for continuing to discriminate against dollar goods? If not,
are the items concerned ones awaiting a hearing by the Tariff
Board which this Government seeks to protect in the meantime by
import licensing? If there are no financial grounds for continuing
discrimination and the items are not listed for Tariff Board
hearing, what are the grounds upon which the continued
discrimination is based?
Mr McEWEN (Murray) (Minister for Trade) - The honorable
member and the House will be aware that, flowing from a
circumstance of grave dollar currency shortage affecting the
whole sterling area, we have, in this country, pursued a general
policy of abating discrimination against dollar imports as the dollar
availability to the sterling area has improved. We have gone a very
long way indeed towards removing the discrimination against
dollar imports that arose from the shortage of dollar currency.
This is a policy which the Government will continue to pursue.
There remains only a comparatively small area in which it
operates. I am sure that the United States of America, which in the
last year or so erected a very grievous barrier against Australia's
opportunity to earn dollars by arbitrarily imposing a quota
restriction on lead and zinc - Australia's principal dollar earners will not feel a sense of grievance because there still remains an
area in which we can operate in removing discrimination against
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dollar imports. I point out that the American restrictions on the
import of Australian lead and zinc reduced our dollar earning
capacity by 49 per cent, in one fell swoop. It is the policy of the
Government to continue in the direction I have indicated, until
discrimination has been eliminated.
CPD Friday, 27 November 1959
Mr ALLAN FRASER (Eden-Monaro). - I take this valuable
opportunity to bring to the attention of the Government the
disastrous effect on the Australian magazine industry of the lifting
of the import restrictions on overseas magazines. I hope that the
Government will be able to give me an assurance which will make
Christmas and the New Year happier and more secure for those
who are engaged in this vital Australian industry.
First of all, concerning the extent of the Australian industry
which is menaced by the lifting of the restrictions on overseas
publications, I point out that there are 407 newspapers and
periodicals in Australia to-day, employing 14,868 people, to whom
salaries totalling just on £14,000,000 a year are being paid. The
value of the industry's output last year was just over £51,000,000.
In addition, the industry provided very great employment in
associated fields such as paper-making, ink production, the
manufacture and maintenance of machinery, transport,
block-making and type-setting.
Australian magazines are an important part of the culture of
this country. They have provided avenues for the wide use of
Australian writing and artistic talent. Many Australian writers
including such prominent persons as D'Arcy Niland, Jon Cleary and
Frank Clune have developed the talents for which they have now
become known throughout the world mainly through Australian

magazines. If those magazines do not continue to exist we will not
have the opportunity of developing future Australian literary and
artistic talent.
To illustrate just what the presence of a healthy magazine
industry means I instance the fact that one Australian publishing
company has paid approximately £250,000 to Australian artists
and writers in the last 14 years. But for the presence of Australian
magazines, many promising local writers would have had nowhere
to display their talents. There are more than 600 titles of
magazines produced in Australia, ranging from comic books
through general interest magazines, fiction magazines, special
service magazines, such as those for the yachtsman, motorist,
sportsman and outdoor man, up to important technical
publications.
Many Australian magazines are now achieving circulations
which, before the war, would not have been thought possible. The
local publishing industry has expanded, with benefit to all, to keep
pace with the country's growth. Together with the development
of Australian magazines - those specifically produced for the local
market - there is the enterprise of publishing in Australia many
overseas magazines which were formerly imported. Since the war,
as in the automotive and household appliance field, many items of
overseas origin have been and are being manufactured in Australia
by Australians with Australian capital. That, applies also to
publishing. The preparation - editing, typesetting, block-making
and printing- by special arrangement; of many overseas
magazines, particularly those from Amenca, has given
employment to many thousands of people in the graphic arts
industry and has represented considerable capital investment by
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the publishing companies. But, more than that, the reproduction
of overseas magazines in Australia has given these companies the
financial ability to continue the publication of Australian
magazines and. to assist in the development of Australian talent.
In the last few years, as I think the honorable member for
Parkes (Mr. Haylen) will be the first to agree, specifically
Australian magazines - those conceived in Australia - have reached
a very high standard indeed. Some of them are now exported and
have achieved satisfactory circulations against pretty strong
competition in the United Kingdom. I think members of the House
will be interested to know that many Australian magazines,
to-day, are gaining a market in South Africa, the Middle East, the
Far East and, of course, in New Zealand. The national publicity
value of these publications must be rated very high and is one
excellent way of letting people overseas understand and
appreciate this country. The future of the whole of this industry is
menaced by the complete lifting of the restrictions on the imports
of publications.
The American Government clearly recognizes the
importance of disseminating the American way of life and many
American magazine exports obtain favored treatment. In some
cases, they actually receive sponsorship from the State
Department of the United States Government. There are, indeed,
Australian magazines which would be suited to tell the Australian
story in other countries. But Australian publishers have had no
encouragement and, in fact, have had many difficulties to
overcome, especially currency difficulties.
Up to April of last year, magazines were prohibited from
entering Australia except in the case of subscription copies. This

measure, designed to conserve dollars, was changed in that
month and magazine imports from dollar sources were divided,
into two categories. In one, some titles were allowed almost free
entry. These are what are known as the ‘better’ class magazines
and included many in the popular field. The second - the B class
magazines as they are known: - fiction, comics and escapist
reading, were still prohibited. Apparently those authorities in the
Federal Government understood that many of the magazines in
the prohibited field were already being published in Australia and
providing considerable employment.
Then, so far as I can see, for no apparent reason, the Budget
freed all periodicals from dollar restrictions and, overnight, the
important Australian publishing industry was faced with a most
difficult situation. The honorable member for Parkes reminds me
that we have already been flooded with American television films.
Our attitude to life is being greatly influenced by the importation
from America of TV films in large quantities, and it will be
regrettable indeed if this Australian publishing industry, which is
one way of keeping the Australian way of life healthy, should also
be overcome by a flood of dumped American cheap, escapist
literature.
American publishers who had been quite satisfied with the
arrangements they had made for the printing and publication of
their magazines in Australia acted immediately the Budget
decision was announced. They gave 90 days' notice of cessation
of their agreements with Australian publishers and made
arrangements to export their own printed copies to Australia.
Whatever may be the individual opinion of the quality of some of
the publications which are reprinted here - and my opinion of
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some of them - including some of the American comics - is not
high, it is an important fact that they gave widespread and
well-paid employment.
What is to happen? The Australian bookstalls will be flooded
with material formerly printed here by Australian workmen. By
allowing these publications to enter the country without
restriction the Government has gained nothing. In fact, the
Government has lost because many Australians will lose their
employment and taxation revenue will fall.
The grim fact is that almost: every Australian publisher who
has been reprinting in Australia under licence now faces the
imminent danger of ceasing publication altogether.
Unemployment in the publishing industry is occurring as a result.
It is occurring also in the block-making industry because the
demand for printing blocks is greatly diminishing. Among other
things, of course, as a result of this lifting of the restrictions, there
will be a considerable falling-off in the demand for paper, much of
which comes from Australian mills, as well as for inks, printing
metals and so on.
A further very interesting aspect of this situation, but a very
dangerous aspect of it in view of the lifting of the restrictions, is
that all Australian publishers using this cheap American material
under agreement have had to edit it heavily to make it conform to
good taste and the laws of the various Australian States.
[Extension of time granted.] Some of the stuff which comes from
America to be reprinted in this country is outrageous by Australian
standards. The Australian publishers have had the good sense to
recognize this and have heavily edited it before publishing the
Australian editions of these publications. But the material which

will now flood in from America will doubtless contain many
features which are antiethical to the Australian way of life and
would previously have been edited or even discarded.
Although the Department of Customs and Excise will, no
doubt, closely watch the censorship angle, the inescapable fact is
that much of the material appearing in many American magazines
now beginning to flood into this country is of a considerably lower
standard than that which would be permitted by an Australian
publisher of what could be described as the Australian version.
The Australian reader has not been deprived of the material which
will now enter freely from America. He has been able to get,
through the Australian publisher, the magazines he wants to buy.
But the Government has created a position in which Australia has
now to spend unnecessary dollars and, at the same time, many
workers who have been engaged in the production of these
magazines, stand to lose their jobs.
There is another important point affecting the Australian
writer and artist. Many of these publishers being forced out of
business also produce Australian books using local material.
Because of the lack of this important source of additional revenue,
that is the money that they receive by the republishing of
American publications, they will now have to give up their
Australian publishing activities also. Thus, the Australian writer
and artist will have a diminishing market for his creative skill.
One Australian publishing company employs more than 250
people. It uses more than £90,000 worth of block engravings a
year. The new import policy will reduce the amount spent with
engravers by about £40,000 a year, will cut paper usage by nearly
100 tons a month and involve reductions in staff. The Australian
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Journalists Association and other organizations concerned with
the employment and well-being of their members, are naturally
seriously concerned by these threats to their prosperity. The
newsagents' federation is also anxious and recently issued a
circular to members referring to the great number of magazines
which will now come in from the United States of America. It tells
newsagents Australian publishing must be kept well and truly alive.
Domestic publications must continue to be channeled through
newsagencies - and to sell them you must display.
That is a very fine, healthy and patriotic attitude on the part
of the Australian newsagents. It is hard to find a reason why the
A and B categories of periodical imports which applied since April
last year should not be re-applied. Under these categories,
Australian readers had access to every publication, whether the
Australian edition or the original imported edition.
A most serious thought is the certainty that, unless
restricted by prompt action by the Australian Government,
back-dated American periodicals will be allowed unrestricted
entry. Many of them are of a very low class indeed. This will be
completely destructive to the Australian industry.
Mr Cash - Many of them are good class, too.
Mr ALLAN FRASER (Eden Monaro) - Yes, but not the kind I
am now referring to. Already chain stores in this country are
bidding for American news-stand returns - that is, the magazines
the American public did not wish to buy - at fantastically low
prices. Comics are being bought for one cent a copy and ordinary
magazines at eight cents. This will enable them to sell in Australia
these cheap American pulp magazines at less than the cost of the

paper they use. This is quite clearly an impossible competition for
the Australian industry to meet.

1974 - All Quiet on the Sydney Front
One of the many problems with writing history is filling in the
blanks when not much happens and nobody thinks to write about it.
After all, most people don’t write about things that don’t happen.
What do fans do when they aren’t publishing their ish and going to
club meetings and parties? Mostly they’re reading, which can be
very time consuming but not the kind of activity to write endlessly
about. It will no doubt make riveting history reading too.
Here, Eric Lindsay report to the rest of Australian fandom the
little that seemed to be going on in Sydney in 1974 for the pages of
Fanew Sletter 23. The convention he refers to was probably the
1975 national convention, held in Sydney early in 1975, a low key
event from the sounds of it.
SYDNEY IN ‘74 - ERIC LINDSAY
Sydney fandom seemed to relapse into a somnolent state
during most of 1974, with no spectacular activities. There were
equally however no disasters. Small problems which at first
appeared serious, such as the after-the-Xmas-party disagreement
turned out on talking to be basically failure of communication
between different people, pointing out once again that the
essential need in Sydney is some central accessible point to which
fans can gravitate during the week, rather than wait for monthly
meetings at Peter Mills home at Glebe. There we have groups all
trying to cover a months activities in a moment, and the result is
that no true communication occurs.
In the latter half of the year an additional meeting, two
weeks after the regular meeting, was arranged at Sydney
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University, and these were successful - although the first such
meeting spent most of the time making various Arthurian jokes
consequent upon the meeting room having a few round tables in
it. Both areas, the University and Glebe, are within walking
distance of Central Railway, which is just as well considering the
public transport system in Sydney - transport seems to disappear
about 9pm.
Less formal activities involve fans running into each other at
noon on Saturday at the Central railway eating place (it isn’t what
you would call a restaurant) and I recall at least one or two
gatherings for films and similar.
I’m not sure if there were any Faulcons at my place this year,
but various fans did gather there at different times, including
Robin Johnson early in 1975, Bruce Gillespie who stayed for several
days after Syncon, and John Alderson who stayed a few days
before Syncon (thus continuing a tradition started at Syncon 2).
Syncon was a big effort by Sydney fans, with Sue & Ron
Clarke doing almost all the actual organizing and running about.
This was particularly hard on Sue, who missed the con entirely, but
has had a baby daughter as compensation. Without their efforts
there would have been no Syncon, because it was not until the
actual con that most other fans here contributed to it - I have to
admit that had I not said I’d do the program book I would not have
contributed myself. Despite the casual approach thus engendered
Syncon appeared to go over well with the attendees, and I hope
that the semi-unplanned nature helped fans get to know each
other rather than turned them away from fandom. It seemed to
work for some.
Eric Lindsay, Fanew Sletter 23, 25/2/1974
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